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ResultsIntroduction
Community assembly is the result of ecological selection processes, dispersal processes, 
and random drift processes (Vellend 2010). Selection processes can cause coexisting 
species to be more similar or more different in traits, depending on the strength of 
environmental filtering or resource partitioning.  Differences in functional traits are also 
known as functional diversity.

The “stress-dominance hypothesis” (Weiher and Keddy 1995, Swenson and Enquist 2007) 
suggests that environmental stress causes environmental filtering and trait similarity; and 
a lack of stress causes greater resource partitioning and trait dissimilarity. While there 
have been some investigations of this in plants, there are very few, if any, studies of this in 
invertebrates.  

We chose spiders because they are readily found in every terrestrial habitat and because 
they exhibit a high degree of functional diversity in body size, body shape, eyes, and 
mouthparts.

Methods
In June and August we sampled spiders within a range of sites across Wisconsin that 
consisted of wet, mesic, and dry forests, sedge meadows, prairies and savannas. The 12 
sites we sampled from were Borst Valley Wildlife Area (Trempealeau County), Chimney 
Rock Wildlife Area (Trempealeau County), Dunville Wildlife Area (Dunn County), Putnam 
Park (Eau Claire County) and Tiffany Wildlife Management Area (Buffalo County).

At each site, we set up three pitfall traps in the center of each of three 10 m2 plant 
sampling plots separated by 10 m.  We went back to each site one week later to collect 
the ground animals from the traps. In the lab, we measured a set of functional traits 
associated with size. Body size, body shape, leg length, and leg asymmetry were measured 
for movement, and eye traits and mouth parts were measured for predation.  We used 
principal component analysis to extract the overall trend in spider size.

We used a Monte Carlo simulation in R to determine if the coexisting spiders were more 
similar or more different than what would be expected if the trait values were assigned 
randomly.  We used the trait range to measure Functional Diversity.  The null model 
shuffled traits across all sample points 1000 times.  The standardized effect size (SES) was 
calculated as (observed mean FD at each site – random mean FD)/(standard deviation of 
the random mean FD).  SES < -2 indicates significant trait similarity and ecological filtering, 
while SES > 2 indicates significant trait differences and competitive exclusion (Gotelli and 
McCabe 2002).  We used the lavaan package in R to conduct a path analysis.

Discussion
Spider functional diversity may be more strongly affected by plant functional diversity than by environmental stress. Therefore, the results do not 
support the stress-dominance hypothesis.

Other studies that have estimated functional diversity in spiders have compared functional diversity across habitats. For example Podgaiski et al. 
2013 found increased functional diversity after burning in grasslands.
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• Soil moisture did not have a direct effect on the spider size SES.
• Soil moisture had an indirect effect that was mediated by plant 

size SES.
• The negative indirect effect should have been captured in the 

graph; therefore the path analysis is incomplete.

• Spider size diversity increased as a function of plant 
height diversity.

• 44% of the variance in spider size SES was explained by 
plant height SES.

• It is possible that just one point (at the upper right) is 
causing this relationship, more data is needed before any 
strong conclusion is made.


